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Description

TP-Link | VIGI NVR1004H-4P | 4 Channel PoE+ Network
Video Recorder
Experience the pinnacle of security monitoring with the TP-Link VIGI NVR1004H-4P 4 Channel PoE+ Network Video Recorder.
This advanced device revolutionizes your surveillance setup, allowing you to capture every detail with precision and efficiency.

 

The NVR boasts a 4K HDMI video output and an impressive 16MP decoding capacity, ensuring sharp image definition up to
8MP. With a 4-channel display, you can simultaneously monitor feeds from multiple cameras, leaving no corner unwatched.
Thanks to Power over Ethernet Plus (PoE+), installation is a breeze. Simply connect and power your PoE cameras with a single
RJ45 cable for both data and power—no need for additional power adapters.

 

Efficiency is key, and the NVR1004H delivers with H.265+ compression technology, transmitting crystal-clear video without
consuming extra bandwidth. This not only saves disk space but also eases network loads and reduces monitoring costs, all
while maintaining exceptional image quality. The NVR ensures compatibility with ONVIF, allowing easy integration of IPCs from
VIGI and other brands, creating a versatile and powerful network. Installation is a snap with plug-and-play functionality,
automatically adding and activating VIGI IP cameras for a swift setup. With 24/7 continuous recording and remote monitoring
capabilities through the dedicated VIGI app and VIGI Security Manager, your data is secure and accessible whenever you need
it. Enjoy the added convenience of two-way audio support, enabling real-time conversations while monitoring your feed from
anywhere. Elevate your surveillance game with the TP-Link VIGI NVR1004H-4P, providing high-quality, hassle-free security
monitoring.

FEATURES
4K HDMI Video Output & 16MP Decoding Capacity:  Sharp image definition up to 8MP and a 4-channel display
ensures you capture every detail, from every angle†

Simplified Deployment with PoE+: Easily connect and power your PoE camera with one RJ45 cable transmitting both
data and power. No power adapter is needed
4-Channel Simultaneous Playback§: Replay the feed from up to 4 cameras at the same time, increase replay speed,
and find events in the video schedule to easily review footage
H.265+: Without using any extra bandwidth, your camera transmits compressed crystal-clear video to save disk space,
ease network loads, and reduce monitoring costs without sacrificing image quality
ONVIF Ensures Compatibility△: Easily add IPCs from VIGI and other brands to establish a powerful and varied network
thanks to barrier-free compatibility
Plug & Play: Allows new and unused VIGI IP Cameras to be added automatically to the new NVR and activated instantly,
making installation faster than ever before
24/7 Continuous Recording: Stores up to 10 TB of footage from connected cameras to secure your data for quick,
convenient access
Remote Monitoring: The dedicated VIGI app and VIGI Security Manager enable remote monitoring, providing ease and
convenience
Two-Way Audio: With voice intercom support, carry two-way conversations while watching your feed from anywhere.
Suitable for management
80 Mbps Video Access Bandwidth: High video access bandwidth ensures your NVR manages more cameras with high
resolution. Based on laboratory testing using VIGI cameras, VIGI NVR can manage up to four 4MP cameras

†Calculations based on laboratory testing using VIGI cameras.

 §Fewer or no channels may be available for playback if the total resolution is 16MP.

△Some features may operate sub-optimally due to compatibility issues. For best performance, we recommend using VIGI NVR with VIGI cameras
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WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/replacement-warranty/#box_8
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